DIGGING DEEPER

Walking in Truth

1. What did you learn from our study in Jude 5-7 that you
did not already know? What one change do you purpose to make in your life as a result of this study?
2. Why do you think Jude, under the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit, chose these three illustrations of divine judgment?

3. Read Numbers 14:26-33. What is Jude reminding his
readers had happened that the Lord destroyed those who
did not believe? Why would you think Jude is comparing
those that perished in the wilderness with these false
teachers in the early church?
4. Interpret Jude 6. How do you apply your interpretation of
this passage to your life?
5. After reading Romans 1:29-32 discuss the relationship of
Paul’s and Jude’s messages on immorality. What is the
message Jude is trying to convey to his readers, given the
context of the letter?

FOR LONG-HANDLED SHOVELS
• Why do you think Jude, under the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit, chose these three illustrations of divine judgment?
• Compare Peter’s illustrations of judgment found in II Peter
2:4-11 to those used by Jude. What are the similiarities
and differences? Explain why?
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B. Personal Application:

Jude 5-7
But I want to remind you, though you once knew this, that the
Lord, having saved the people out of the land of Egypt, afterward destroyed those who did not believe. 6 And the angels who
did not keep their proper domain, but left their own abode, He
has reserved in everlasting chains under darkness for the judgment of the great day; 7 as Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities
around them in a similar manner to these, having given themselves over to sexual immorality and gone after strange flesh,
are set forth as an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal
fire.

HISTORICAL EXAMPLES OF APOSTASY
Example

Jude

A. Historical Record: Genesis 6:1-4

B. Personal Application:

Cause

5
6
7
11a
11b
11c

A. Historical Record: Genesis 19:1-28

A. Historical Record: Numbers 13-14
B. Personal Application:

